PAHs accumulation in soil-plant system of *Phragmites australis* Cav. in soil under long-term chemical contamination
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**Abstract**

Distribution and level of 16 individual and total polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (ΣPAHs) were assessed in soils, roots and above-ground tissues of reed (*Phragmites australis*) on monitoring plots in the city of Kamensk-Shakhtinskyi (Southern Russia, Rostov Region). The total concentration of the 16 PAHs in soil samples ranged between 499.0 to 7177.9 µg kg⁻¹. Samples from the plot no. 4 had the highest PAHs concentrations of 7177.9 µg kg⁻¹. The mean concentration of Σ16PAHs in plot no. 3 was noticeably higher than those in other monitoring sites for both root (363.0 µg kg⁻¹) and above-ground tissues (239.8 µg kg⁻¹). The distribution of PAHs ring size was in the order of 5-6>4>3>2 in soil samples and HMW PAHs fractions represent 57.3% of the total PAHs. The concentrations of 3-4 ring PAHs were higher than HMW PAHs with 5-6 aromatic rings in all *P. australis* tissues. Diagnostic ratios of PAHs indicated that anthropogenic activities were probably major sources of PAHs. Accordingly, the maximum accumulation was found for phenanthrene among the 16 priority PAHs in the most of the soil and plants samples. More PAHs were accumulated in roots, as reflected by its higher mean concentration of PAHs in each plot. In addition, the BCF and TF values of LMW PAHs with 2- and 3-rings were higher than those of HMW PAHs. Taken together, our results indicated that there were an intensive accumulation of PAHs in the zone of industrial sewage tanks and sludge reservoirs as well as an obvious translocations of PAHs from the polluted soils to plant tissues, therefore, more attention is required to be paid to the PAH contamination in this area.
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**Introduction**

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are considered as one of the most significant organic pollutants existing in environment as complex mixtures of many components. These compounds are ubiquitous and persistent in the nature and consist in two or more condensed benzene rings which arrange in linear,
angular, or cluster structures (Haritash and Kaushik, 2009; Li et al., 2014). PAHs are capable of accumulation in plants (as a main food source for human and animals) and subsequently they can easily enter into food chain, therefore, affect living organisms owing to their toxic, mutagenic, teratogenic, and carcinogenic properties (Keith and Telliard, 1979; Čvančarová et al., 2013). In general, PAHs are originated from a broad range of natural and especially anthropogenic sources, such as traffic and industrial activity, through the combustion of oil, wood, and other organic materials (Gworek et al., 2014; Serafimovski et al., 2014; Krzebietke et al., 2018).

The contamination of soil, sediment, and groundwater can lead to subsequent plant contamination (Chang et al., 2013). Plants have also the capacity of uptake and accumulation of PAHs from polluted areas playing a vital role in their remediation. The accumulation of PAHs in plants as a primary component of terrestrial ecosystems will cause the subsequent transfer of these pollutants into the higher trophic levels (Aina et al., 2006; Zuo et al., 2006). Considering this regard, it is important to distinguish the ways of these pollutants’ absorption by plants. PAHs, similar with other organic pollutants, are taken up by plants through two major routes (either from soil or air) (Chang et al., 2013; Gworek et al., 2016). However, there are other pathways for PAHs entering into plant tissues including shoot uptake via root (Burken and Schnoor, 1997), shoot uptake via soil or air (Li and Chen, 2014). There is increasing evidence showing that roots are one of the main routes responsible for the absorption and accumulation of most of the detected PAHs in the soil–plant system as being first tissues that comes in contact with pollutants (Zhang et al., 2017a,b). Subsequently, they translocate from root to shoot through transpiration stream flux (Dettenmaier et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2015). Some studies carried out by fluorescence microscopy have illustrated the uptake and translocation mechanism in roots of maize Zea mays (Dupuy et al., 2016) and in the roots and shoots of Medicago sativa (Alves et al., 2017). In general, the absorption of organic contaminants by roots can occur via passive diffusive partitioning (i.e. apoplastic) and/or active (i.e. symplastic) transport which the latter is mediated by H+–coupled symporters (Zhan et al., 2018). However, to date, little information is available about the mechanisms involved in these movements (Dupuy et al., 2016; Zhan et al., 2018). PAHs uptake, distribution as well as their toxic impacts on plants depend on initial concentrations and chemical properties of PAHs, physico–chemical properties of soil, and plant species (Zhang et al., 2017a,b) and the movements of PAHs through soil-plant system mostly occur due to their low solubility and high octanol-water partition coefficient. It appears that most of the PAHs with log Kow < 4 are more likely accumulate via roots, then translocate to other plant tissues, whilst high hydrophobic PAHs with log Kow > 4 may strongly adsorb on the root epidermis and are unlikely to be penetrate into the inner roots and translocated within the plant (Zhang et al., 2017a,b).

Previous studies suggested that some plants have the capacity to efficaciously uptake and accumulate PAHs (Gańuszka, 2007; De Nicola et al., 2008; Klánová et al., 2009). It seems that the impact of PAHs on wetland plants is species-specific regardless of PAH types and media (Zhang et al., 2010). However, Phragmites australis Cav. can serve effectively as PAHs bioaccumulator for the removal of different organic and inorganic contaminants (Davies et al., 2005; Bonanno, 2011, 2013). The accelerated removal of pyrene and benzo(a)pyrene by the root exudates of P. australis was previously reported by Toyama et al. (2011). They also suggested that phenolic compounds in root exudate of P. australis can support the Mycobacterium spp. growth resulting in stimulation of biodegradation of pyrene and benzo(a)pyrene in the P. australis rhizosphere sediment. It seems that P. australis accelerated the oxidation of the PAHs by rhizodegradation. Also, in some other studies this species was introduced as an efficient aquatic plants for the depletion of aged PAHs contamination as well as tolerating high levels of organic contaminants (Di Gregorio et al., 2014; Alwan, 2016). Furthermore, the capability of P. australis in accumulation of PAHs were examined by Cui et al. which found that P. australis accumulated PAHs effectively compared to native plants with higher accumulation of MMW and HMW PAHs in leaves than in roots and stems (Cui et al., 2015). The objective of current study was the assessment of plant efficiency in PAHs accumulation and to determine biological concentration factor (BCF) and translocation factor (TR) of PAHs in Phragmites australis plants grown in soils located in the Seversky Donets River floodplain, southern Russia, Rostov Region. Furthermore, a compositional profile of LMW and HMW PAHs compounds in soil, root and above-ground parts of this species were investigated, as well.

Material and Methods
Object of study
The research soils were located in the Seversky Donets River floodplain, southern Russia, Rostov Region. The studied soils situated on the territory of the Lake Atamanskoe former used as a wastewater disposal basin for the chemical factory after 1950s and was a dried up oxbow in 1990s (Figure 1.). The plants under...
the study were represented by mesophilic succession of the Lake Atamanskoe by common reed (Phragmites australis Cav.), which adapts due to its remarkable ecological resilience (Jiang and Wang, 2008). Other dominant plants of floodplain lakes were reed mace (Typha spp.), bulrush (Scirpus lacustris), water plantain (Alisma plantago-aquatica), rush flower (Butomus umbellatus), sedges (Carex spp.), etc. These plants are not tolerant to high water mineralization, high level toxic metal salts, or organic pollutants (Privalenko et al., 2000).

Figure 1. General schematic of the region under study. Monitoring plots are denoted with circles

Monitoring plots

The 100 soil monitoring plots grid was established in 2015–2017 for the object study. The sampling depth was 0 to 20 cm and soils were selected according ISO 10381-1 (2002). Four monitoring plots with high levels of anthropogenic pollution adjacent to the lake were selected. The soil on monitoring plot no. 1 was taken as a background, because it was located at 2 km from the pollution source and represents an analogue of the initial soil (Figure 1), which was classified as a Fluvisol (according to IUSS, 2015). The anthropogenically transformed soils on plots no. 2-5 are classified as Spolic Technosols.

Chemical analysis

Soil

In each area, four soil samples were collected from the surface (0- to 20-cm) horizons. They were stored in polyethylene bags and taken to the laboratory. The soil samples from the same area were mixed, air-dried, sieved through a 2 mm-sieve, and homogenized. The main physical and chemical characteristics of the soil were determined at the certified analytical laboratory (Certificate No. PCC RU 0001.511127) in following ISO Guide 34 (2009) methods. The particle size distribution was determined by the pipette method (with pyrophosphate procedure preparation) (Shein, 2009). In this method carbonates, organic matter, Fe, and Al oxides were not removed before the pipette procedure. The pH in H₂O suspension was determined using a glass electrode in a 1:5 (volume fraction) suspension of sample in water according to ISO 10390 (2005), organic carbon content by sulfochromic oxidation, ISO 14235 (1998), carbonates content by using a Scheibler apparatus, ISO 10693 (1995), and exchangeable cations using a hexamminecobalt trichloride solution, ISO 23470 (2011).

Plants

Common reed (Phragmites australis Cav.) is a cenosis-forming species on the established monitoring plots. Standard cuts for the morphobiometric measurements of reed plants on the monitoring plots were performed in the second half of August, when the vegetative and generative organs of reed plants reach maximum. On each monitoring plot, an average sample was formed from 8–10 individual samples containing plants of the same species. Soil was removed from roots and rhizomes.
PAHs extraction and determination

PAHs were extracted from the soils and plants of the objects under study by the standard method using for the removal of the interfering soil components by saponification (Directive document 52.10.556-95, 2002; Sushkova et al., 2015; 2016).

A 1-g portion of the prepared soil was put in a pear-shaped flask for rotary evaporator; 20 mL of 2% KOH solution in ethanol was added, and the mixture was refluxed on a water bath for 3 h. The saponification of lipids and gummy soil components occurred during the refluxing, which increased the recovery of PAHs and reduced the amount of coextracted substances in the extract. The supernatant was decanted into an Erlenmeyer flask, and 15 mL of n-hexane and 5 mL of distilled water were added for the better separation of the layers. The mixture was shaken on a rotary shaker for 10 min and transferred into a dividing funnel. The hexane layer was poured into a separate vessel. The residue in the flask was extracted twice more in a similar way. The combined hexane extract was washed with distilled water to neutral pH (using litmus as an indicator), transferred into a dark vessel with a close lid, and desiccated by adding 5 g of anhydrous Na₂SO₄. After exposure at +5°C for 8 h, the desiccated extract was decanted into a dry round-bottomed flask and evaporated to dry on a rotary evaporator at a bath temperature of 40°C. The dry residue was dissolved in 1 mL of acetonitrile.

The content of PAH in the test samples was determined by the external standard method (Procedure of measurements..., 2008). The content of PAH in the soil was calculated from the equation

\[
C_s = k S_i \times C_{st} \times V / (S_i \times m)
\]

where \(C_s\) is the content of PAH in the soil sample (μg/kg); \(S_{st}\) and \(S_i\) are the BaP peak areas for the standard solution and the sample, respectively; \(C_{st}\) is the concentration of the standard PAH solution (μg kg⁻¹); \(k\) is the recovery factor of PAH from the sample; \(V\) is the volume of the acetonitrile extract (mL); and \(m\) is the mass of the sample (g). The efficiency of target PAHs extraction from soils was calculated using a spike matrix (Yaroshchuk et al., 2003; Sushkova et al., 2017).

Samples were analyzed for PAHs with an Agilent 1260 Infinity high performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC) equipped with a fluorescence detector following the ISO 13859:2014 requirements. The HPLC system was fitted with reversed phase column Hypersil BDS C18 (125×4.6 mm, 5 μm) and a mixture of acetonitrile and ultrapure water as the mobile phase. Sixteen priority PAHs were measured in the present study: naphthalene (NAP), biphenyl (BIP), anthracene (ANT), acenaphthene (ACE), acenaphthylene(ACY), fluorene (FLU), phenanthrene (PHE), benzo[a]anthracene (BaA), pyrene (PYR), fluoranthene (FLT), chrysene (CHR), benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), benzo[b]fluoranthene (BbF), benzo[k]fluoranthene (BkF), benzo[ghi]perylene (BghiP), dibenzo[a,h]anthracene (DBA). Compounds were identified by comparing the retention times to the sample (g).

Quality control of every HPLC detection was performed according Agilent Application Solution (ISO 13877-2005). Individual standard solutions were purchased from the Sigma-Aldrich (Merck). A calibration standard mixture of acetonitrile and ultrapure water was prepared for the determination of the limits of detection (LODs) and limits of quantification (LOQs) have been presented previously (Minkina et al., 2019). For the developed methods of extracting the target PAH in the soil, a random component of the measurement error was estimated, which for the concentration range of 2-200 μg kg⁻¹ was 3.5-14%.

Data are expressed as a root concentration factor (RCF) where RCF root concentration (mg g⁻¹)/solution concentration (mg mL⁻¹), shoot concentration factor (SCF) where SCF shoot concentration (mg g⁻¹)/solution concentration (mg mL⁻¹) and as a transfer factor (TF) where TF shoot concentration (mg g⁻¹)/root concentration (mg g⁻¹).

Calculation of BCF and TF

PAHs uptake from soil to roots and ground-parts was calculated using following equations according to Bech et al. (2014):

\[
BCF = C_{\text{root}} / C_{\text{soil}}
\]

\[
TF = C_{\text{above-ground parts}} / C_{\text{root}}
\]

Where TF is BCF is the Biological Concentration Factor and Translocation Factor, respectively.

Statistical analysis

All data were processed using Microsoft Excel 2018 software and statistically analyzed using SPSS-22 software. The data presented as mean ± standard division (S.D.) of three independent replications using one-way ANOVA. Statistically comparison among the means was carried out by Tukey’s range tests and differences were considered significant at p ≤ 0.05.
Results

PAHs content and distribution

The determination of PAHs content in the 20 cm soil layer of monitoring plots showed an intensive accumulation of PAHs. The total concentration and composition of 16 priority PAHs according to their ring numbers in the 20 cm soil layer of monitoring sites and, also in plants grown in contaminated sites were shown in Figure 2. The data on the content of ∑\textsubscript{16}PAHs in 20 cm layer in soil of monitoring site no. 1 was 499.0 μg kg\textsuperscript{-1}. The total concentration of ∑\textsubscript{16}PAH in soil of site no. 2, 3, 4, and 5 were 5073.2, 1941.1, 7177.9, and 1465.8 μg kg\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively (Figure 2A). The most affected monitoring site was no. 4 with maximum of 16 priority PAHs total concentration (7177.9 μg kg\textsuperscript{-1}) in soil (Figure 2A). As it is shown in figure 2A, the comparison data analysis for the dominant PAHs type in 20 cm soil layer of plot no. 1 (located far from the dry lake) and all soil samples from the monitoring plots situated within the former lake area showed significant differences. The mean concentration of two- and three-ring PAHs in soil samples were in the range of 14.6 to 511.4 μg kg\textsuperscript{-1} and 120.7 to 1423.1 μg kg\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively. Two rings PAHs was in their lowest amounts followed by three rings in all plots. By contrast, the concentration of five-six ring PAHs was significantly high in soil samples except for plots no. 1 and 5 which replaced by four rings (Figure 2A).
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Figure 2. The concentration of ∑\textsubscript{16}PAHs in the 20 cm soil layer of monitoring sites and in P. australis grown in contaminated sites. The hanging bars is the average means standard division between three replications.
As it is shown in Figures 3A, the comparison data analysis for the dominant PAHs type in 20 cm soil layer of plot no. 1 (located far from the dry lake) and all soil samples from the monitoring plots located within the former lake area showed significant differences. It was found that the content of high molecular weight (HMW) PAHs such as DBA (no. 2), BbF (no. 4) and BghiP (no. 2, 3 and 5) prevailed to low molecular weight (LMW) PAHs. However, in all area, PHE, CHR=BbF, BghiP, and DBA were the major PAH compounds, accounting for 13.4%, 12.2%, 11.5%, and 9.2% of the total PAHs, respectively, followed by FLT=PYR (8.4%). The contribution of ACY, ACE, FLU, and BIP was low, and they accounted for <2% of the total PAHs. LMW (2 and 3 rings) and MMW-HMW (4 and 5-6 rings) PAHs accounted for 25.9% and 74.1% (57.3% for HMWs only) of the total PAHs, respectively (Figure 3A).

Figure 3. Individual PAHs concentrations in 20 cm soil layer of monitoring plots (A), Phragmites australis Cav. roots (B) and above-ground parts (C), µg kg\(^{-1}\). The hanging bars is the average means standard division between three replications.
After determining the content of PAHs in soils, the content of PAHs in the *P. australis* plants growing in them was also analyzed. The total concentration of 16 priority PAHs in plants grown in contaminated sites is shown in Figures 2B and C. The total concentration of 16 priority PAHs in the above-ground parts of *P. australis* plants for site no. 2, 3, 4, and 5 were 210.2, 239.8, 117.6, and 149.0 μg kg⁻¹, respectively (Figure 2B). The content of 16 PAHs in roots of *P. australis* also varied among contaminated plots and were 313.5, 363.0, 308.0, and 283.1 μg kg⁻¹ for plots no. 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively (Figure 2C). In both root and above-ground parts, plot no. 1 was the least polluted and samples taken from this plot had the lowest content of total PAHs in both roots (120.9 μg kg⁻¹) and above-ground parts (58.1 μg kg⁻¹) of *P. australis* (Fig. 2B and C). Plants growing in site no. 3 prevailed with total PAHs concentration of 363.0 and 239.8 μg kg⁻¹ for roots and above-ground parts, respectively (Figure 2B and C).

The dominant PAHs content was found to be mostly LMW and MMW PAHs in *P. australis* plants, including PHE (no. 2-5) and CHR (no. 1) (Figure 3B and C). The composition and dominant PAHs in *P. australis* plants were similar and the mean concentrations of PHE and CHR in different sample materials on the control monitoring plot (no. 1) and other plots were 22.3% and 16.4% in roots, and 28.9% and 20% in above-ground parts, respectively. PYR was the third most abundant PAH with respective percentage concentration of 10.3% and 10.5% in roots and above-ground parts, followed by FLU and ACY. The least amount of PAHs was for 5-6 rings and 2 ring PAHs. On the other words, BkF, BbF, DBA, BaP, NAP, and BIP occurred in lowest amounts in the plants collected from monitoring sites (Figure 3B and C).

### Bioconcentration Factor (BCF) and Translocation Factor (TF)

The BCF of ∑16 PAHs in monitoring plots were presented in Figure 4. The mean BCF of LMW PAHs with 2- and 3-rings (0.4) was 3.6 times higher than that of HMW PAHs (0.11) (except for DBA as a HMW PAHs which showed higher BCF only in plot no. 5), as LMW PAHs were easier to be absorbed by *P. australis* plants than the HMW ones. The greatest BCF value was for ACY (21%) followed by ACE (20%) and BIP (8%) (Figure 4). Root to above-ground part transfer factors (TFs), defined as the ratio of the contents of PAHs in the above-ground part to the roots, were also calculated (Figure 4). Although there was no big difference between TF values for LMW and HMW PAHs (all values were less than 1), TF recorded the highest values for the 2-4 ring PAHs in monitoring sites (Figure 4) and generally decreased by increment in KOW of PAHs. TF values from the highest to the lowest ones were as: PHE > FLT=ACY=CHR followed by mostly LMW and MMW PAHs including ACE, ANT, BIP, NAP, FLU, and PYR with almost the same TF values (p < 0.05) (Figure 4).

**Discussion**

PAHs do not present as a separate entity in the environmental media and mostly their mixture concentration is considered for explaining their distribution. Here, the distribution pattern of the 16 priority PAHs...
recommended by the United State Environmental Protection Agencies (US EPA) were investigated. According to the number of aromatic rings, the 16 PAHs were divided into four groups: 2-ring, 3-ring, 4-ring, and 5-6 ring PAHs and the sequence of proportion in all surface soils were 5.6%, 20.4%, 32.4%, and 41.6%, respectively. The obtained results illustrated that the soil samples in each plot had different content and compositions of PAHs. As mentioned above, the most affected monitoring site was no. 4 with maximum of \( \Sigma_{16} \) PAHs concentration in soil, however, plants growing in site no. 3 prevailed with total PAHs concentration in both root and above-ground parts (Figure 2). It seems that plants grown in highly contaminated plot (no. 4) probably prevent the uptake of PAHs in order to manage the contamination. In the reports by Gworek et al., it has been suggested that the difference in the PAH content in different plots is likely associated with the significant difference in organic matter content of soils (Gworek et al., 2016). Based on the data, 5-6 ring PAHs were registered in soils of studied territory as the most abundant (Fig. 2A). Therein, BbF, BghP, and DBA were found to be the most prominent compounds in all soil samples except for CHR and PHE in soils no. 1 and 4, respectively. The predominance of HMW PAHs in monitoring plots (57.3%) suggests that the sources of PAHs might be caused by high level of anthropogenically contributed PAHs such as emission from industrial activity and heavy traffic in these areas (Jiao et al., 2017). In accordance with this regard, another report also demonstrated that high-temperature combustion process including incomplete fuel combustion and vehicle engine emissions are the main source for HMW PAHs, while LMW PAHs were mainly generated by low- or moderate-temperature combustion processes (such as biomass combustion and domestic coal burning) (Sun et al., 2010).

PAHs uptake and distribution can differ remarkably depending on many factors including plant species, initial soil concentrations of PAHs and microbial population (Ryan et al., 1988). Due to direct connection, roots are usually the major reservoir for pollutants and despite strong adsorption to soil particles, high hydrophobicity, and low bioavailability of PAHs, some of them are taken up by plants (Wang et al., 2015). Plants can accumulate PAHs from a polluted area through two main pathways: (1) root uptake from contaminated soils; (2) deposition on the waxy leaf cuticle or through stomata. PAHs can subsequently transfer to above-ground parts of plants (Li et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017a,b). The amount of total PAHs in soils is generally higher than in plants (Wang et al., 2012) which is in accordance with present study.

All the 16 PAHs were detected in P. australis tissues, however, the dominant PAHs in roots and above-ground parts of P. australis possessed mostly three rings (PHE) and four rings (CHR). This may be attributed to their higher solubility and volatility due to their molecular size and lower persistence in the environment which in turn result in their easy biodegradation or translocation when compared to HMWs (Zohair et al., 2006; Gworek et al., 2016). Similarly, higher LMW PAHs accumulation in vegetable with the contribution of 60% and 45.8% of \( \Sigma_{16} \) PAH in Pakistan and China, respectively (Waqas et al., 2014). In addition, there are other reports showing that a LMW compounds such as PHE were the most abundant compounds in tissues of the same mangroves, ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum Lam.) and Arabidopsis thaliana with high uptake and accumulation (Gao and Zhu, 2004; Lu et al., 2005; Alkio et al., 2005; Kang et al., 2010). The high concentration of PHE is presumably because of its mobility through the transpiration stream from roots to shoots. In another report, the soil-to-plant transfer was considered as one of the major pathways of PAHs transport into vegetable, and LMW PAHs are more susceptible to uptake and translocate than the HMW PAHs (Khan et al., 2008; Waqas et al., 2014). Furthermore, it was shown a three-ring PAH e.g. anthracene can bind to several cell-wall components such as cellulose, hemicellulose, pectin, and lignin (Wild et al., 2005), which may the reason for absorption and transduction of PAHs such as PHE in roots and shoots of P. australis in our study, as well. Rice also uptake PAHs with LMW from soil (Wang et al., 2015). Also, the identities of PAHs with LMW in shoots of oil-treated R. mucronata were similar to our study. It has been reported that shoots mostly possess two to three rings PAHs with the maximum amount (50%) for PHE (Naidoo and Naidoo, 2018).

It seems that the detected PAHs in roots mostly uptake from soil particles adjoined to the root surfaces, then translocate from the root to the shoot either by the transpiration stream flux or by a carrier system which is reported for PHE absorption by wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) (Zhan et al., 2010). In present work, the highest accumulation rate for PAHs was found in the case of ACY in P. australis tissues collected from the monitoring sites (Figure 4). The calculated BCF for ACY reached the highest value of 1.1 for plot no.1. However, it is the fact that the values of BCFS for this compound in the samples from other locations were lower than 1. Also, in other cases, the calculated BCFSs for \( \Sigma_{16} \) PAH compounds were lower than 1, as well. It can also be said that in general, the calculated BCFSs for LMW and MMW PAHs were higher than in the case of HMW PAHs. There are some outcomes in accordance with the present work showing the higher values of BCF for LMW PAHs when it compares with HMWs (Gworek et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014; Li and Ma, 2016). Gworek et al. (2014) has illustrated that three-ring PAHs have several times higher BCF than four-ring ones; moreover, the BCF values
of four-ring were several times higher than five-ring PAHs; finally, the BCF values of six-ring PAHs were the lowest one. Based on the data shown in Figure 4, only ACY showed BCF higher than 1 in plot no. 1. Also, the mean BCF of this compound was the highest among other PAHs and it was 0.9. The BCF values lower than 1 may support the presence of mechanisms for PAH accumulation mostly from soil/root pathway. DBA was the only HMW PAHs which recorded higher BCF in plot no. 5. It appears that PAHs behavior is unpredictable in chemically contaminated area, however, high BCF value of DBA can be explained by its less content in soil where means high values of BCF. The high PAH contents probably reduced their sorption and thereby improved their availability. However, it worth mentioning that the BCF values of DBA was still less than 1 in plot no. 5.

It should be noted that the LMW and MMW PAHs containing 2–4 rings tend to take up more than the HMW PAHs which mostly are retained in soils or roots. LMW and volatile PAHs are potentially uptake from the atmosphere through the leaves, as well as by roots (Fismes et al., 2002; Li and Ma, 2016). It appears that the level and origin of contamination and type of plant species are main factors in comparison of BCF values in plants grown in different soils (Li and Ma, 2016), however, in the case of HMWs root uptake occurs regardless of these factors. For three-ring PAHs, the uptake pathway can be differed based on plant type, namely for monocotyledones through root but for dicotyledones, through either roots or leaves (Gworek et al., 2014). Li and Ma (2016) suggested that differences in BCFs are probably due in part to the difference in soil total organic carbon, resulting in different bioavailability of PAHs. In addition, a positive linear relationship between log RCF and log Kow was reported for the uptake of PAHs by tea plants cultivated in a hydroponic solution (Lin et al., 2006). The TF values were in PHE > FLT=ACY=CHR order. In general, transfer of PAHs from root to shoot is driven by the transpiration stream flux which is associated with the solubility of the individual PAH rather than the KOW. It seems that better water solubility of PAHs with 2 and 3 rings in the molecular structure enhances their bioavailability to roots. HMW PAHs, characterized by weak water solubility, high values of Henry's Law constants and Kow, are strongly adsorbed onto the roots preventing them from being drawn into the xylem. They stay trapped at the epidermis surface of root tissues (Kang et al., 2010). We should also add that the territory of the Atamanskoye Lake has no atmospheric emissions with PAHs and mostly characterized by chemical contamination, hence, there is no big difference between TF values for HMW and LMW PAHs.

**Conclusion**

The results of the present study carried out on monitoring soils and plants in the city of Kamensk-Shakhinskyy (Southern Russia, Rostov Region) demonstrated that the total PAHs level in the area of Atamanskoye Lake was very high up to 7177.9 µg kg−1 in soil of monitoring plot no. 4 and increased the control soil level up to 14.4 times. The ∑PAHs concentrations for *P. australis* plants reached the maximum for plot no. 3 and mounted to about 3.0 and 4.1 times the PAHs level in control plant roots and above-ground parts, respectively. The most dominant PAH in the monitoring soils were PHE, BbF and DBA. In roots and above-ground parts of *P. australis*, the mean percentages of PHE reached to the highest amount followed by CHR and PYR. The BCF values of LMW PAHs with 2- and 3-rings were about 3 times higher than those of 4-6 ring PAHs. In general, the BCF and TF of total PAHs in plants were lower than 1. Altogether, the results indicated that the PAHs in contaminated soils were taken up and accumulated in plant tissues and the distribution of these pollutants in the samples indicates a possible health risk to humans and other organisms, therefore, this problem needs further attention.
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